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Leading Internet Archive on Child Sexual Abuse
Strongly Supports the Child Victims Act
in New York State

The leading Internet archive on child sexual abuse, BishopAccountability.org, announces its 
strong support of the Child Victims Act (Assembly Bill A02596), introduced by the Honorable 
Margaret M. Markey (D-Maspeth).  This bill has broad bipartisan sponsorship and support, and 
it constitutes an indispensable reform of the criminal and civil codes in New York State, for the 
following reasons:

 Our archive demonstrates that child sexual abuse is prevalent in society, and that 
men and women who were victimized as children need time to come forward.

 The reform of the statute of limitations is necessary for public safety, because 
when victims are able to come forward, perpetrators can be identified and the justice 
system can do what it is designed to do — punish the perpetrators and monitor them 
thereafter, provide for compensation of the victims, and inform the public.

 When the statute of limitations is adequate and the justice system can function properly, 
institutions will not tolerate sexual abuse committed by their employees.

 The reform of the statute of limitations does not target specific institutions or 
employers.  All institutions benefit when members who are sexually abused can receive 
justice.

 The one-year window provided by the bill is necessary, because many survivors of 
sexual abuse have been unable to obtain justice under the current statute of limitations.  
They deserve their day in court, and society must be informed of their cases.  We 
cannot take the necessary measures to protect children in the future, if we do not 
know the identities of persons who have sexually abused children in the past.

 The one-year window will result in the release of documents.  The release of 
documents in California, which enacted a two-year window, provided insight into both 
the abuse itself and the failure of institutions to deal correctly with perpetrator 
employees.  The release of the documents significantly improved public safety in 
California, by encouraging institutions to improve deficient procedures and by providing 
information to the institutions’ members regarding weak spots in the system.  This has 
enabled members to use enhanced care and vigilance as necessary.

We commend Representative Markey and her colleagues for sponsoring the Child Victims Act, 
and we urge its passage.


